ABSTRACT The three-dimensional organization of nuclear compartments within living cells determines genome function and yet their underlying self-organizing principles are unclear. We visualize in real-time transcriptionally active compartments (TCs) by the transient enrichment of fluorescently-labeled uridine 59-triphosphate molecules within living cells. These TCs partially colocalize with active RNA-Pol II in the cell nucleus. Fluorescence anisotropy maps of chromatin compaction evidences a more open chromatin structure at the TCs. Using live-cell timelapse imaging, heterogeneity in the dynamic behavior of TCs has been revealed which falls into three distinct classes: subdiffusive, super-diffusive, and normal diffusive behavior. In contrast, the mobility of a candidate gene locus, either in the repressed or activated state, undergoes a differential restricted motion that is coupled to TC movement. Further TC dynamics is directly affected by small molecule chromatin structure modulators and adenosine triphosphate depletion. This heterogeneous behavior in TC dynamics within living cells could provide an interesting paradigm to explore the spatiotemporal dimension to gene transcription control.
INTRODUCTION
Recent experiments have revealed that the eukaryotic nucleus is spatially, temporally, and functionally compartmentalized within living cells (1, 2) . Chromosomes, DNA complexed with histone, and other nuclear proteins, are nonrandomly organized and occupy distinct territories within the nucleus. Further chromosome positions are found to be maintained through mitosis and are organized into gene-rich euchromatin and compact heterochromatin regions within the crowded threedimensional architecture of the nucleus (3, 4) . In addition, the nuclear lamina, that forms the structural scaffold, is found to play an important role in maintaining nuclear organization and global transcription levels (5, 6) . Functional compartments, such as the nuclear speckles, transcription and replication factories, Cajal bodies, and other nuclear organelles are found to be interspersed between chromosome territories (7, 8) . Current studies have uncovered that some of these nuclear compartments and their components are mobile within the nucleus and their dynamic mobility is found to be linked with transient interactions with chromatin regions to elicit functional responses (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . Despite this, the links between their dynamic organizations in determining genome function remain unclear.
Conversely compartments with RNA polymerases are found to be spatially distributed in distinct immobile submicron regions of the nucleus called ''transcription factories'' (14) . Genes are found to actively reposition into immobile transcription factories, enriched in nuclear proteins and nucleoside triphosphates required for the transcription control of a fully functional mRNA (15) . In this article, we visualize in real-time transcriptionally active compartments (TCs) via the transient enrichment of fluorescently-labeled uridine 59-triphosphate (UTP) molecules within living cell nuclei, which partially colocalize with active RNA-Pol II. We probe the status of chromatin compaction at TCs using fluorescence anisotropy imaging. Using live-cell timelapse imaging, we observe that these TCs are dynamic within the cell nucleus, exhibiting heterogeneity in their dynamics. TC mobility can be grouped into three distinct classes: subdiffusive, superdiffusive, and normal diffusive behavior. In contrast, the mobility of a candidate gene locus undergoes a restricted motion that is coupled to TC dynamics. Further TC mobility is critically dependent on the spatiotemporal organization of chromatin, temperature, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP). This heterogenous behavior in TC dynamics within living cells could provide an interesting paradigm to explore the spatiotemporal dimension to gene transcription control within a dynamic cell nucleus.
METHODS

Cell culture, inhibitors, and antibody stain
Wild-type HeLa cells and cells stably expressing H2B-EGFP were grown in Dulbecco's Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37°C in 5% CO 2 . Trichostatin-A (TSA) treatment involved addition of 100 ng/ml TSA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and incubation for various time periods. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) depletion was done by 1 h incubation with 10 mM sodium azide and 6 mM 2-deoxy-d-glucose in M1 buffer without glucose. Cells were synchronized at early S phase by incubation with 10 mM Aphidicolin (Sigma) for 16 h. Antibody labeling of active RNA-Pol II (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was carried out as described in Sproul et al. (3) .
labeled UTP (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) or Cy5(Cyanine5)-UTP was used to mark TC. UTP molecules were incorporated into cells by a brief hypotonic shock with Krebs-Henseleit-bicarbonate buffer (10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4, 30 mM KCl) containing 10 mM UTP for 5-10 min. Cells are then washed with DMEM and incubated with 5% FBS at 37°C in 5% CO 2 for 5-10 min before imaging. The imaging medium used throughout is 5% FBS in DMEM without phenol red.
Gene locus marking
For labeling gene loci, 96 lacO repeats were introduced upstream of the Tet responsive element sequence preceding the P CMVmin promoter (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) driving the enhanced green fluorescent proteins (EGFP) gene. This plasmid was transiently cotransfected in HeLa cells with another plasmid coding for mRFP-LacI-NLS that localizes to the nucleus and binds specifically to lacO sequence. To regulate gene expression, tetracycline controlled transcriptional silencer (tTS) was transiently expressed using pTet-tTS vector (Clontech). Forty micromolar of 5,6-dichloro-1-ß-D-ribobenzimidazole (DRB) (Sigma) were added to cells for 1 h for inhibiting transcription elongation. For de-repression, the medium was changed and cells incubated in the fresh non-DRB medium for 16 h.
Live-cell imaging
Timelapse single-plane images or Z-stacks of TC and gene locus were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 510 scanning confocal microscope using 633, 1.4 NA objective. To avoid the cross-talk between chromatin (marked with H2B-EGFP), TC (marked with Texas Red (TR)-UTP or Cy5-UTP), or gene locus (marked with lacI-mRFP), they were imaged in multitrack mode.
Single-particle tracking analysis
To obtain the trajectory xðtÞ for individual TC or gene locus, a LabVIEW program (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was written to track their center of mass. Using xðtÞ; the average velocity of TC was calculated by windowing displacements of the TC in different time intervals ranging from the ;1.5 s to 400 s. The trajectories of a minimum of 30 TC were pooled from different cells to estimate their average velocity distribution. Using trajectories xðtÞ; the meansquare displacement for each TC was calculated using MSDðtÞ ¼ AEfxðt 1 tÞ À xðtÞg 2 ae t ; where xðtÞ represents position of particle at time t, and t is arbitrary interval of time. The parameters determining the mean-squared displacement, D the diffusion constant, and a are then used to characterize the nature of TC dynamics (as described in Fig. S2 in Supplementary Material, Data S1).
Fluorescence anisotropy imaging
The fluorescence image of the H2B-EGFP cell nuclei is split into two components based on its polarization. These two (I k and I ? ) images are acquired simultaneously/sequentially on different or same charge-coupled device cameras (Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ). The fluorescence anisotropy image r is constructed by computing the anisotropy for each pixel using the relation
; where i, j are the indices of a pixel in the respective image. The anisotropy values depend on the rotational correlation time of the fluorescent probe (H2B-EGFP) in comparison to its fluorescence lifetime, hence allowing us to assay the relative compaction of the chromatin assembly.
RESULTS
Marking UTP-enriched transcription compartments (TC) within living cells
To visualize TC, fluorescently-labeled Texas Red UTP (TR-UTP) molecules were incorporated into the nucleus within living HeLa cells stably expressing histone H2B fused with EGFP (H2B-EGFP) as described in Methods. UTP molecules localize via transient enrichment in transcriptionally active compartments (TC) both in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Fig. 1 shows the enrichment of TR-UTP at certain pockets inside the nucleus. The three-dimensional reconstruction of the marked foci is shown in Fig. S1 a in Data S1. Antibody staining of active RNA-Pol II showed partial colocalization with TC ( Fig. 1) , establishing that a fraction of them in the nucleus are transcription factories. In addition, those TCs in the cytoplasm are colocalized with mitochondria marked by MitoTracker Red (Fig. S1 b in Data S1).
Chromatin compaction at transcription compartments
To gain insight into the state of chromatin architecture at TCs, we next investigated chromatin compaction proximal to TC in untreated HeLa cells using fluorescence anisotropy imaging method as described before (17) . For this, TR-UTP molecules were incorporated in HeLa cells stably expressing the core histone H2B-EGFP. The anisotropy profile of H2B-EGFP as well as the intensity profile of TR-UTP incorporated within TC was acquired to estimate the chromatin compaction around the TC. Fig. 2 a is a color-coded anisotropy profile of H2B-EGFP reflecting the spatiotemporal heterogeneity in chromatin compaction within the nucleus where the location of TCs is indicated by a black outline. TCs are seen to localize more often in regions of lowered chromatin compaction. A typical line scan across a TC (Fig. 2 b) shows lowering of H2B-EGFP anisotropy values at the regions of maximal TR-UTP intensity signifying transcriptionally active regions indicated by UTP enrichment. Detailed analysis was performed on multiple TC sites (;100) to estimate the frequency of lower chromatin decompaction at TC. For quantification, the analysis involved finding the ratios of H2B-EGFP anisotropy values averaged for the circular region under the TR-UTP peaks to that averaged for a neighboring annular region. A ratio . 1 suggests a more compacted state of the chromatin at TC whereas a ratio ,1 implies a less-compacted state. A plot of the percentage of sites having decompacted chromatin in comparison to a neighboring concentric region in normal cells as well as TSAtreated cells for different durations is shown in Fig. 2 c. A significant fraction (;80%) of TCs exhibited similar chromatin decompaction in control as well as TSA-treated cells in comparison to 66% as expected if the sites were to be randomly arranged in the nucleus (Fig. 2 c) . The percentage of TC sites above the dotted line in Fig. 2 c was statistically significant. Fig. 2 d plots the cumulative anisotropy distribution of all pixels inside the nucleus and the anisotropy distribution of pixels under TC. TCs localize at regions of varied chromatin compaction and it is evident that regions of relatively high compaction (r . 0.22) are avoided as shown in Fig. 2 d.
ATP-dependent dynamic organization of TCs
Importantly, dual-track, timelapse confocal microscopy images of TC marked H2B-EGFP cells, acquired at 1.6-s intervals, revealed their dynamics within the cell nucleus (Fig. 3 , and Movie S1 in Data S1). A plot of trajectories, deduced from single-particle tracking analysis (Methods), exhibited by different TC within the same nucleus is shown in Fig. 3 . From these trajectories, a fraction of TC can directionally move up to a few microns while others are much more restricted to less than micron-scale mobility. Depletion of adenosine triphos- phate (ATP) in these cells reduces the mobility of TCs considerably (Fig. 3) . The individual XY trajectories of TCs were further analyzed to obtain their mean-squared displacement MSD(t) % D 3 t a (18) , where a was used as a parameter to characterize the nature of TC diffusion (Fig. S2, a and b , in Data S1). Mean a-values was used to classify the mobility of TC that diffuse freely (normal diffusion, 0.8 , a , 1.2), in a physically constrained environment (subdiffusion a , 0.8) or in the presence of external forces (super-diffusion a . 1.2). The mean a ; 0.6 (see Methods) and velocities V avg ; 71 nm/s of TCs were computed from their trajectories (Fig. 3) . We find that a small but statistically significant fraction of TCs (;18%) undergo super diffusion or normal diffusion (;23%), while a larger number of TCs exhibit subdiffusive (;59%) transport (Fig. S3 a in Data S1) . Interestingly, the mean velocity and velocity distributions of TCs (Fig. S2 c in Data S1) were similar to that of cytoskeletal motors obtained from singlemolecule in vitro mobility assays (19) . In addition, the nature of superdiffusive transport of TCs was found to be independent of its size (Fig. S2 d in Data S1 ).
Role of chromatin assembly on TC dynamics
To investigate the effect of chromatin organization on TC dynamics, we repeated the TC mobility experiments in cells treated with a Trichostatin-A (TSA); a histone deacetylase inhibitor (20) (HDAC) that decondenses chromatin or with Aphidicolin; and a cell-stage specific inhibitor (21) . Fig. 4 a shows a representative XY trajectory of TC under each of the above perturbations while Fig. 4 , b and c, are averages of . 30 TCs between different experiments. Upon treatment with TSA for 12 or 24 h, the super-diffusive component of TC was abolished, resulting in a significant reduction of both mean a to 0.4 and V avg to 40 nm/s at 24 h (Fig. 4, b and c; and Fig. S3 , a and b and Movie S2 in Data S1). TSA treatment also caused an increase in the number of TCs per cell (data not shown).
Notably, in Aphidicolin-treated cells with early-S phase arrest, a significant fraction of TCs exhibit superdiffusive transport resulting in mean a increasing to 1 and the V avg to 80 nm/s (Fig.  4, b and c; and Fig. S3 c and Movie S3 in Data S1). However, 7 h beyond the withdrawal of early-S phase arrest, the characteristics of TC dynamics qualitatively revert to that of control cells. TSA and Aphidicolin modulate chromatin assembly and concomitant with this, only the nuclear fraction of TC dynamics is affected (Fig. S3 d in Data S1 ).
Contrast between TC and gene locus dynamics
The decondensed state of chromatin at TCs suggests a functional coupling between chromatin (gene) loci and TC. To probe this coupling, we monitored gene locus mobility in relation to its expression state and contrasted that with the mobility of TC. For this, a gene locus, with a Tet responsive element as described in Methods, is made visible by the addition of 96 lacO sites upstream of the gene (22) , to which binding of transiently expressed mRFP-lacI results in a bright punctate structure in the nucleus (Fig. 5 a; and Fig. S4 , a and b, in Data S1). The center panel in Fig. 5 a shows EGFP expression from the transfected gene locus. The right panel of Fig. 5 a shows a representative image of the gene locus (shown in red) colocalizing with a Cy5-UTP marked TC (shown in green). Dual track timelapse confocal images of the gene locus marked with mRFP and TC marked with Cy5-UTP was acquired at 1 s intervals for 50-150 s. Calculation of locus positions and mean a-values from the locus trajectories were obtained as described previously for TC. The trajectories of gene loci in expressing state undergo constrained or subdiffusion within a radius of ;0.5 mm and under repression show reduced mobility (Fig. 5 b) . Inset to Fig. 5 b depicts a representative plot of the trajectories of both TF and gene locus (see also Fig. S4 and Movie S4 in Data S1). Mean a for the locus varied from ;0.6 in the expressing state to 0.23 in the nonexpressing state induced by repressor protein tTS. Interestingly, adding DRB (a transcription elongation inhibitor (23)) resulted in a reduction of mean a to levels as observed for repression by tTS. However, addition of TSA did not significantly alter the mean a-values in the expressing or the repressed state of gene locus (Fig. 5 c) . Table S1 in Data S1 summarizes the mean a and V avg for both TC and gene locus mobility under all the experimental conditions.
DISCUSSIONS
Thus, using quantitative live-cell imaging and single-particle tracking analysis we report a heterogeneous behavior in the dynamics of transcriptionally active compartments within the cell nucleus. UTP incorporation in living cells marks distinct compartments both in the nucleus as well as in the cytoplasm. The nuclear fractions partially colocalize with antibodies to active RNA-Pol II, suggesting that a fraction of these compartments are transcription factories. Quantitative fluores- cence anisotropy imaging evidenced a physical coupling between chromatin decondensation and TC positioning. Consistent with earlier observations of nuclear compartments (7, 8, 16, 24) , TCs are enriched in interchromatin territories with decondensed chromatin structure.
Timelapse confocal imaging of TC dynamics revealed that TCs exist in three distinct states: those exhibiting confined diffusion, normal diffusion, and super-diffusion with active and directed motion across the nucleus in an ATP and temperature-dependent manner. Single-particle tracking analysis of TC trajectories reveals that, while a large fraction of TCs exhibit confined diffusion, a statistically significant small fraction of TC undergoes super-diffusive transport within interspersed chromatin territories, suggesting a role for molecular motors in their active transport. Concomitant with this observation, perturbations to chromatin assembly alters the dynamic nature of TC. The enhancement of directional transport of TC in Aphidicolin-arrested cells implies that cellstage specific functional alterations of chromatin structure have a strong influence on TC dynamics. In contrast, active movement of TC was inhibited by TSA-induced modulation of global chromatin packing, perhaps due to enhanced association between chromatin and TCs. The stalling of TC mobility with ATP depletion suggests a direct correlation with ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling motors in their dynamic organization.
In contrast, single-particle tracking of a labeled candidate gene locus evidences confined mobility. Notably for both TCs and the transcribing gene locus, the mean a was found to be ;0.6, which reduced to ;0.2 for either a stalled TC or a repressed gene locus suggesting a strong correlation with the underlying nuclear architecture. Gene locus mobility, either in the repressed or transcribing state, remained unaltered with TSA. In contrast, addition of transcription inhibitor DRB or induction of tTS repressor protein resulted in reduced mobility of gene locus. Taken together, our results suggest a novel spatiotemporal organization of TCs that shows heterogeneous behavior in terms of their dynamics and its correlation with chromatin architecture and gene locus mobility.
The functional organization of the cell nucleus has been conjectured to have profound impact on genome regulation (1, 2) . Though cytoskeletal and nuclear architectural proteins and motors (25) (26) (27) have been implicated in gene regulation, the molecular components involved in organization of transcription control in three dimensions remain largely unknown. Early in development and cellular differentiation, genes are repositioned within the nucleus and are often clustered around active sites of transcription (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . Regulatory genes are increasingly found to reposition during transcription, and the mobility of TC, reported here, could provide a physical basis for such reorganization. Perhaps the plasticity in the organization of TCs may establish such specific enriched functional compartments. Recent studies have also revealed a dynamic nuclear organization where gene locus, RNA-Pol II, transcription factors, histones, and other nuclear proteins are found to undergo distinct diffusive transport (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) . Further, the spatial positioning of gene locus has been found to critically determine its function (40, 41) . In this context, the dynamic organization of TC implies new and more subtle design principles governing eukaryotic gene transcription within the three-dimensional architecture of living cell nuclei. Eliciting the underlying mechanisms will require an understanding of the molecular components that participate in controlling both TC and gene locus mobility, the self-organization rules that govern the dynamic assembly and disassembly of enriched compartments within the cell nucleus and its functional implications in diverse developmental contexts.
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